American Express is launching a bank transfer payments offering in the UK
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This is an excerpt from a story delivered exclusively to Business Insider Intelligence Payments & Commerce subscribers.

To receive the full story plus other insights each morning, click here.

The product, dubbed "Pay with Bank transfer," will allow consumers with accounts with UK banks to make online payments directly from their bank accounts, per a press release. Pay with Bank transfer leverages the UK's open banking regulations so that consumers don't need to be an Amex cardholder to take advantage.

Amex has partnered with merchants in the UK so consumers can select Pay with Bank transfer as a payment option at checkout, at which point they will be sent to their
bank’s website or app where they can authenticate the payment and view their current account balance. The real-time payment (RTP) offering is set to launch with its first set of merchants by the end of 2019, and more online merchants will be added next year.

American Express joins several firms in providing a pay by bank option for e-commerce in the UK — an offering with appeal to both consumers and merchants. Mastercard subsidiary Vocalink offers such a feature, and banks including Barclays and NatWest have also gotten involved in the space. Because the offering holds distinct value for both consumers and merchants, firms are betting on its future popularity.

For consumers, bank transfer payments allow them to avoid the friction of entering their card information on a regular basis, which could prove particularly important in mobile commerce (m-commerce), and it also allows them to track their current balance closely as they make transactions. Merchants, meanwhile, could see their conversion rates rise thanks to a simpler checkout process, while also avoiding the fees associated with accepting cards.

The offering could both enable American Express to grow its standing in the UK and also serve as a pilot for an eventual expansion of the feature to the US.

- The Pay with Bank transfer product could give American Express
consistent exposure to UK consumers. Because consumers won’t need to be Amex cardholders to use the feature, Amex will be able to connect with a number of new consumers — that connection could help convince more consumers to become Amex cardholders. This could boost Amex’s business in Europe, where it made up just 4% of purchase volume in 2018, according to The Nilson Report.

- American Express can also take the opportunity to improve its offering so it can effectively roll it out in the US. Amex is a bigger player in the US, so the Pay with Bank transfer could impact its business more dramatically if it were introduced in the market. By launching the feature in the UK in 2019 it can iterate on the offering so that if comparable open banking regulations come to the US it can immediately launch a vetted version of the product.

**Interested in getting the full story? Here are four ways to get access:**

1. Sign up for *Payments & Commerce Pro*, Business Insider Intelligence’s expert product suite keeping you up-to-date on the people, technologies, trends, and companies shaping the future of consumerism, delivered to your inbox 6x a week. >> [Get Started](#)

2. Subscribe to a *Premium* pass to Business Insider Intelligence and gain immediate access to the Payments & Commerce Briefing, plus more than 250 other expertly researched reports. As an added bonus, you’ll also gain access to all future reports and daily newsletters to ensure you stay ahead of the curve and benefit personally and professionally. >> [Learn More Now](#)

3. Join thousands of top companies worldwide who trust Business Insider Intelligence for their competitive research needs. >> [Inquire About Our Corporate Memberships](#)

4. Current subscribers can read the full briefing [here](#).
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